Goin
Travel has the power to transform
how we view the world

im Wood~ felt her world shatter as
she crossed the border that separates the United States and
Tijuana, Mexico. The Boise State
University student saw the guards, the
warning signs, the desperate faces of
Mexicans peering from behind battered
fences, the crumbling slums, and behind
her, the sleek white condos of the
California dream, and something deep
inside her cracked.
"It was indescribable. I felt so uncomfortable. I understood for the first time the
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The Brooks Range fo,.,., a
dranuztic backdrop in this

photograph tolcen by geosciences professor Jim
McNtiiiUlTYI during a research
expedition to Alaska's North
Slope. McNtiiiUlTYI is conducting studies in the area's
remote basins as part of a
National Science Foutulation
project to struly arctic hydrology and its effect on the global
carbon cycle.

-

Taking a trip isn't Just a matter of changing the scenery.
When we leave home, we open ourselves to new experiences
and new Ideas that can profoundly affect our understanding of
the world. In this issue of FOCUS, we look at travel and its
Impact on both the university and on Individuals, profile travelers who have embarked on adventures around the world,
and explore how Boise State's international programs and
international students enrich academic life. In addition, we
include two first-parson essays on travel and Its rewards.
I'OCUS/SUMMIR 2001
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pricelessness of
my American
passport," she
says.
Woods,21,
traveled to the
Baja peninsula in
northwestern
Mexico over
spring break with
a vanload of students enrolled in
Boise State's
Honors College.
The group sea
kayaked, camped,
saw sea turtles,
played in mud baths,
and learned about
themselves and each other. For Woods, it
was a life-changing trip.
"I had no idea how much we have,"
says Woods, who grew up in Kellogg. "I'm
so glad I had the chance to go."
Like Woods, many of us have felt the
transforming power of travel. A trip takes
an unexpected turn and we are challenged
to redefine how we view the world. A
place we've visited many times looks different, and we realize we are the ones who
have changed. We travel to get away, and
find instead we've come home. We
admire the famous sights, but are touched
most by our interactions with others.
During 2000, a record
700 million people
visited another
country, according to the
World
Tourism
Organization.
While it's difficult to pinpoint all the
reasons we
leave home,
Boise State
anthropology
professor
Robert
McCarl suggests this common thread:
"We are people of narrative," McCarl
notes. "By
meeting new
people, we get
new stories."
These stories
help define
who we are,
say McCarl
and other
Boise State
experts. They
make our
shrinking
world loom
larger.
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From the
biblical tales in
Exodus to
Homer's Odyssey
to Mark 1\vain's
Innocents Abroad
and countless
other narratives,
travel stories
have helped
shape our politics and culture.
The process continues today. At
Boise State, professors conduct research
around the world and bring their stories
Upper left, Honors College student Kim
Woods, second from right, with friends
in Mexico. Above, education
professor Steve Christensen
with a guide in X ian, China.
Left, tour leader Suzanne
McCorkle checks out a
London phone booth.
Opposite, Charles Odahl
lectures at the Arch of
Constantine in Rome.

ini and

she Could

easily travel abroad on her
own. Inste~. she p~fers to
join Boise State music professor Del Parkinson for
educational study tours to
locations such as Italy,
London, Paris, Vienna and
New York. In fact, she enjoys
the trips so much she's gone
nine times.
"Del is a very friendly person and great fun to travel
with," says Goodwater, who
lives near Spokane, Wash.

back to
class.
Students,
alumni
and faculty leave
campus as
part of
international programs and
students
from around
the world
bring bits of
their homelands here.
While the
impact of
these endeavors may take
years to
emerge, they
are without
question of critical importance,
say the well-traveled and those
who hear their
stories. That's
because even in a
hyperlinked world, travel is one of the
best ways to learn.
"You can learn more in two weeks of
travel than you can in a year of study,"
says Boise State history professor Charles
Odahl, who has traveled extensively in the
Mediterranean over the past 30 years to
lead study tours and to conduct research
on Constantine the Great, the first Roman
Christian emperor.
Odahl has discovered rare Roman coins
at crowded street markets in Jerusalem
and Istanbul, visited the tomb of St.
Peter's Basilica in Rome to discover the

of
students and
the chance to mix learnthe
ittg with fun. This educational aspect is
what sets study tours apart from mere vacations.
"The tours enrich lives through exposure
to art, music, literature, drama and architecture. It gives people a structured opportunity to go out and experience culture in a
major cultural center,·· says Parkinson, who
has been leading two tours a year for the
Division of Extended Studies for a dozen
years.
In addition to Parkinson's five destinations, other Boise State-sponsored trips are

original size and shape of the 4th century
church built over this Christian shrine, and
climbed hills and forded rivers in Italy
where Constantine defeated the western
usurper Maxentius in 312 A.D.
Along the way, he's assembled some
8,000 slides and hundreds of artifacts he
uses in his Boise State classes. "Students
get to see pictures of these places and handle artifacts. I don't understand historians
who try to teach from behind a desk,"
Odahl says.
Boise State geosciences professor Jim
McNamara has visited some of the world's
wild places on research expeditions. In
1999, McNamara, geosciences professor
Spencer Wood and former graduate student Dean Childs paddled the remote Rio
Platano in Honduras to study how
Hurricane Mitch affected river channels.
McNamara has made numerous helicopter
trips to remote basins on Alaska's North
Slope as part of a National Science
Foundation project to study
arctic hydrology and its effect
on the global carbon cycle.
The expeditions give
MeN amara the chance to
involve Boise State students
in hands-on science and to
conduct research that has
important implications for
understanding the world's
natural systems. "I like
being in beautiful remote
places, " he says. "We work
hard on these trips, but we
usually also have some
fun."
Like Odahl, MeN amara
finds that travel enriches
his class lectures. The realworld context helps learning come alive. But even
an inspired presentation
can't come close to the

power of actually being there, say these
professors and many others. To really
understand a place, you have to smell the
air, touch the ground, eat the food. You
must find ways, as Woods did when she
crossed into Mexico, to step outside yourself.
Not that it's easy. Traveling to places
that challenge who we are can feel uncomfortable, says Stephanie Hunt, director of
International Programs at Boise State and
an experienced traveler herself. A few
years ago, Hunt spent a month in Syria on
a personal trip and found herself confronted with the widespread cultural view that
Western women are promiscuous. Though
Hunt dressed conservatively and tried to
fit in, she couldn't.
"I decided I wasn't going to fight iL I
was going to observe and understand the
dynamic. That made it fascinating for me,"
says Hunt.
That accepting approach also bolstered
Hunt when she traveled

exposure to che genre.
)'OUt
"Every trip someone tells me. they Phil Atlakson.
assumed they would not like that evening. cutrent on what's
but it ends up being one of the most memorable," Parkinson say5. "That's partly
because we choose wisely then prepare
them for it by giving them a synopsis and
making sure there are good performers."
Participants also create permanent connections with another culture. "I look forward to these trips every year and seeing

bad, in theater. It's imJ)()r1:ant
that!'
Atlakson says that ideally, study tours
can be a guided introduction to greater
opportunities. But ultimately, Atlakson
says, "I like to think of it as a stepping
stone toward learning to do it on their
own."O

alone in China on business in April. "I'd
been there three days and I was feeling
extremely anxious," remembers Hunt "I
didn't know why, and then I realized, 'I'm
a woman, I'm young, I'm in this hotel, I'm
traveling by myself.' Every time I walked
out the door I would see these extreme
differences."
Acknowledging she was out of her comfort wne helped, Hunt says. "I decided
right then, 'I'm going to do as much as I
can and learn as much as I can."'
Travelers who try to adapt to the cultures they visit have the best opportunity
to learn, says Boise State history professor
Shelton Woods, who was born and grew
up in the Philippines. Woods' father, a
missionary and pilot, delivered medical
supplies to remote villages. Woods and his
family were sometimes the first
Caucasians these natives had ever seen.
"We grew up despising Americans.
They'd come over and write a book and
leave," says Woods. "To understand a
place, you have to go over with

some humility, try
to learn the language, divorce yourself
from amenities. That kind of traveler is
rare."
It's not enough to try to fit in - travelers also need to be sensitive to cultural
differences, adds Steve Christensen,
department chair of secondary education,
foundations and technology. Christensen
recently traveled to Trrane, Albania, to
conduct a workshop forfaculty at an international school run by Glenn and Suzanne
Mosher, both '79 Boise State alums.
Christensen has also taught in Chengdu,
China.
Christensen's travels have taught him a
few things about the subtlety of communication. For example, during a lecture in
Albania, he found himself facing blank
stares when he used the example of
"sugar on cereal" to illustrate how learnFOCUS/SUMMER 2001
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ing is
enhanced
when students make
connections.
"They didn't know
what I was
talking about.
In Albania,
they don't eat
cereal,"
Christensen
says. So
Christensen
used the example of butter on
bread, only to
find that
Albanians never
butter their
bread. "Finally,
they came up with
two pieces of
bread make a
sandwich,"
Christensen says.
"Then they understood."
It was a minor
incident, but
Christensen says it
drove home how easy it is to make
assumptions that don't ring true when the
setting is changed. "The world is one system. There's a commonality we have. But
there are also these small differences," he
says.
Those "small differences" can be the
razor's edge that fosters learning, observes
McCarl. We naturally become more obser-

Geosciences professor Jim
McNamara
searches for a
new perspective
atop a coconut
tree on Uti/a
Island in
Honduras.

vant when
we leave the
familiar for
the
unknown.
New landscapes and
different
cultures
seem vivid
in part
because
our senses are so
attuned. And
if we feel threatened, the experience can become even more intense.
Odahl has a few tales that would definitely
fall into the intense category. For instance,
in 1984 he boarded a plane in Rome for a
flight to Tel Aviv. Just as the plane was to
take off, members of the Israeli secret
police, the Mossad, stopped the plane and
stormed aboard. They yanked Odahl off
and had him lay spread-eagle on the tarmac while they searched him.

"There was a screw-up with my ticket;
they didn't have my name listed. They
thought I was a terrorist bringing in
arms," Odahl says. The police found
Odahl's documents identifying him as a
scholar visiting Israel at the invitation of
the French School of Biblical
Archaeology. They apologized profusely
and escorted him back to his seat on the
plane. Understandably, this was unnerving
to other passengers, who avoided eye-contact for the entire flight.
Sometimes, it's the absence of drama
that defines a travel tale. Mitch Lyle, a
Boise State paleoceanographer, knows
what it's like to see the same sights every
day - gray ocean, endless horizon, undulating waves. "You notice the subtle
changes," says Lyle, who spends weeks at
a time in the Pacific aboard scientific drill
ships. "There are trade winds, a lively
area, a fresh breeze, or the water becomes
bright and sparkly. The transitions aren't
sharp, but they do occur."
Lyle collects sediments from the ocean
bottom as part of a project to understand
how the Earth's climate has changed over
thousands of years. He works long hours
at mostly routine tasks, punctuated by the
occasional major crisis, such as instruments malfunctioning or a sudden squall.
"It gives you a different type of time," he
says of his trips. "It allows you to organize
your time in a completely different way."
Back home, Lyle discovers other benefits. "By stepping out of your normal environment, it helps you see that normal
environment more clearly," he says.
Other travelers also say their trips
change the way they view home. "I don't
think I've ever returned from an interna-

VIETNAMESE EXPERIENCE BROADENS PROFS' UNDERSTANDING
By Kathleen Mortensen
Boise State's effort to help establish a
master's of business administration
program at National Economics
University in Hanoi, Vietnam, has not
only given 84 Vietnamese graduates a
new understanding of a market economy, it's opened the eyes and hearts
of faculty members involved in the
multi-national program.
"Now people know that Vietnam
is a country, and not just a war," says
Nancy Napier, director of Boise
State's Global Business Consortium
and organizer of the program.
Begun in 1994, the project
involved close to 25 percent of the
College of Business and Economics
faculty during its early years. For
most of them, the experience was a stark
contrast to life in the United States and one
they won't soon forget.
"I'm not from the Vietnam generation,
so it gave me a bigger sense of the war,"
says marketing professor Ed Petkus.
"Flying in and seeing the rice paddies
26
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brought home a little more what a big deal
it all was. I realized that so much had happened right there. It made me feel lucky
that I didn't

"It hit me that all of a sudden I was on the
other side."
The experience also helped her realize
how fortunate most Americans are. "I went
from worrying about investing
my retirement to where to find
safe water to drink," she says.
Both Petkus and Schooley
were impressed by the openness and friendliness of the
Vietnamese people. "They
would invite you to sit down,
even when they couldn't communicate in English. They were
so warm and accepting," Petkus
says.
That acceptance was a strong
counterpoint to the country's
more official stance, which
have to liv:e-----=--:~l....~s;~z~~
Napier says was at best leery.
"Politically, it's a very touchy
through [the conflict)."
"It put the war in perspective for me," place," she says. "They're scared of letting
says associate business dean Diane outsiders in, although they were impressed
Schooley, recalling her reaction upon see- that we [the United States] have historicaling an American plane shot down by the ly been a melting pot. It's a different conVietnamese featured in a museum display. cept for them."

tiona! trip that I didn't want to kiss the
airport carpet," says Christensen. "We
are so fortunate here."' Adds Hunt:
"Our students come back with a different sense of themselves and the world.
They become much more passionate
about the world and their place in it.''
For Odahl, not all of him returns to
Boise. "I think Boise is beautiful,"
Odahl says. "But my spirit is in Rome
and Jerusalem and IstanbuL"
Growing up in the Philippines helped
Shelton Woods appreciate dental care
and basic sanitation. Each trip abroad
enhances his world view. "The more
comparisons you can make, the better,"
he says.
As the summer deepens, Kim Woods
finds herself looking back on her trip
across the Mexican border, and marveling at how much the world can
change in a single kilometer. The first
visceral rush of memory has passed;
Woods is already starting to understand
that the biggest distance she traveled
was inside her own head.
"I could talk about it forever. It's the
beginning of that whole awareness
thing, where you see something
outside of your normal perspective,"
she says.
Perhaps, as Woods articulates, this is
travel's greatest reward; a chance to
step outside ourselves in ways that truly
matter, and to spin stories that can
change the world.
"I'll talk about this experience in my
classroom someday," says Woods, who
is majoring in English/secondary education and wants to be a teacher. "I don't
know exactly how, but I know I will.'' 0

Those basic differences created a challenge for Napier, who before arriving in
Vietnam says she was a hard-charger type.
"The hardest thing was realizing it's their
dance. We can help them along in the direction of what an international business
school looks like, but they don't have to follow. They will do it their own way, at their
own pace and in their own time, she says.
In the end, faculty members say they got
as much out of the program as did the
Vietnamese students and faculty.
"It makes us aware that all people aren't
the same and that we have to be aware of
where they're coming from and what culture they think in," says Petkus.
Napier agrees: "It definitely made me a
better teacher. lt made me more understanding of how different people learn."
All three professors believe that crosscultural experiences work toward keeping
things in perspective. "We forget that we're
not the only country in the world," Napier
says. "The way the rest of the world views
us is completely different than how we view
ourselves." 0
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